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WHAT IS ACIS?
Timely information can mean the difference between success and missed opportunity. ACIS is a web-based software
solution that provides a unique competitive advantage by leveraging information and knowledge we already have but are
not fully utilizing. According to business experts, 80% of what a company needs to know is within the company already. This
critical knowledge includes discussions with clients, partners, vendors, colleagues, etc. over lunch, at conferences, in
airports or around the water cooler.

WHY ARE WE USING ACIS?
We’ve recognized that strategic knowledge and information exists in these conversations and have introduced ACIS as a
way to more effectively tap into this human-based knowledge to create a source of sustainable competitive advantage.
ACIS Views
An ACIS View is a collection of all the
information we have on any item in the
system, such as a company, product,
or person. An ACIS View has four
components – Profile, Flags, News and
Documents.
Flags
Flags are key to ACIS as they hold
the unique competitive advantage
of leveraging the intelligence,
expertise, insight and knowledge
of the people in the organization.
Familiarize yourself with the Flags
as they describe the kind of
intelligence
that
our
ACIS
community requires. This information remains out of view because
there is no mechanism to collect it
and then disseminate to the
people who need to know.

Search
ACIS has two types of search. A
criteria-based search of profile
information to locate ACIS Views
with similar characteristics and a
keyword-based search of
unstructured
information
including
Flags, Documents, News and other
unstructured text.

Workspaces
An ACIS Workspace is a private
area designed to provide a user
(or a group of users) with a space
for documentation and resource
collection, project task management, custom Flags and tracking
email-based discussions. A Workspace can be created for any
topic, whether or not it's related
specifically
to
targets
or
competitors.

Alerts
Alerts notify you of events that
occur in ACIS that are important
to you and are personally
configured to continually monitor
the information flowing through
ACIS. You set Alerts by saving
searches, adding ACIS Views to
your Favorites list and by making
changes to a Workspace you
own.

WHY USE ACIS?

WHAT’S IN IT FOR ME?

WHAT’S IN IT FOR MY TEAM?

We’ve recognized that critical
information exists that we are not
leveraging. ACIS will allow us to
better collect, manage and analyze
strategic information together with
critical knowledge gathered from
what people hear and see.

As part of the ACIS community,
you are credited for your input as
your name appears alongside your
flag entries as an email link. ACIS
assists you in identifying pockets of
expertise and recognizing key
contributions.

Your team will have access to
critical information that will enable
better, faster more informed
decisions and to recognize the
patterns that lead to the early
identification of opportunities and
threats.

ACIS VIEWS
Central Repository of Real Time Hard and Soft Information: Profile, Flags, Documents and News

WHAT IS AN ACIS VIEW?
ACIS serves as the central repository of hard and soft
information on a Company, Asset, Person, Country,
Discussion, M&A Deal or Offering. The four components
of an ACIS View are: Profile, Flags, News and
Documents. The Flags page is where you enter humanbased knowledge, the Profile contains both automatically
updated and user contributed data. This information is
further contextualized by News and Documents to give
you a 360° “ACIS View” of the information.

FOUR COMPONENTS OF AN ACIS VIEW
Profile
The Profile holds both data that is updated from a predefined data source and data that is contributed by the ACIS
community. You can search and group ACIS Views by the
attributes of the Profile. For example, you can search for all
companies with active Projects in Latin America with
reserves between x and y millions of bls.

FINDING AN ACIS VIEW
Use the ACIS View Find in the top right hand corner of the
ACIS screen. Enter the first few letters of your search for
a Company, Asset, Person, Country, Discussion, M&A
Deal or Offering.

Flags
Flags hold the commentary that contributes to the unique
competitive advantage of ACIS: the intelligence, expertise,
insight and knowledge of the people in our organization. See
the section on Flags for more detail.

CREATING AN ACIS VIEW
The Create button allows you to add a new ACIS View.
Users must perform an ACIS View Find to first search for the
ACIS View you wish to create to avoid duplication. (ACIS
Views can be merged by administrators). Once created, all
users can contribute to the Profile, Flags, Documents and
News of the newly created ACIS View.

Documents
Documents can be uploaded to a predefined document tree
or to user created folders. You can add any document type
including reports, presentations and spreadsheets, as well
as links to cached web pages.

USING ALIASES
ACIS Views may be referred to by alternate names in
databases, news articles or internally by different business
units or individuals. You can create Aliases for ACIS Views
to facilitate locating the appropriate ACIS View, and to
ensure that the news is auto-linked. For example, you may
wish to add the “COE” stock symbol as an Alias for
Coemergence.

News
News is automatically linked to an ACIS View from any
public or subscription-based news source that uses an
RSS/XML feed.

FLAGS
Intelligence, insights, expertise, tacit knowledge, opinions, rumors and speculation…

WHAT ARE FLAGS?
Flags hold human-based knowledge (conversations, insights, expertise, industry chatter and speculation) and are entered
into the system by selecting an ACIS View, choosing the appropriate Flag and submitting your comment. Flags also answer
the question, “What kinds of information should I be entering into ACIS?” As part of the ACIS community, you are credited
for your input as your name appears alongside your Flag entries as an email link. ACIS assists you in identifying pockets of
expertise and recognizing key contributions. Your team will have access to critical information that will enable better, faster
more informed decisions and to recognize the patterns that lead to the early identification of opportunities and threats.

ENTERING A FLAG - THREE SIMPLE STEPS
1.
2.
3.

Find the ACIS View.
Choose the Flag.
Enter the Flag Comment and optional Web link and
click “Add to ACIS” or “Submit.”

FOUR WAYS TO ADD A FLAG

Entering a Flag from the Flags Page

Entering a Flag from the ACIS Desktop Utility

Enter the ACIS View name in the Find field located in the
upper right hand corner of the ACIS screen. Select the
appropriate ACIS View. On the Flags page, locate the
appropriate Flag, click the Flag icon and add your
comment.

The ACIS Desktop Utility (ADU) can be installed from the
user Options menu and allows you to contribute Flags
from your desktop without interrupting workflow. Double
click the ADU icon, the green flag icon in your system tray,
to activate the ADU interface.

‘Replying’ to a Flag on the Homepage
You can reply to a Flag entered on the Homepage. Click
the reply icon at the end of the Flag comment and enter
your comment.

Entering a Flag from Outlook
Consider the amount of critical information left in people’s
inboxes. The ADU installs an ACIS button on your
Microsoft® Outlook toolbar. The contents of an email can
be entered into ACIS as a Flag. Select the ACIS View and
the appropriate Flag then enter your comment.

SEARCHING ACIS
ACIS View, Information and Combined Searches

ACIS VIEW SEARCH
Example: Show me active Assets owned by Company X or
Company Y located in Nevada that have comments
submitted to the Flag “Owner Looking to Sell”.
The ACIS View Search is based on the contents of the Profile
fields and specific Flags set within and among ACIS View
Categories. This search allows you to group ACIS Views with
similar characteristics so you can monitor them automatically.
Saving this search will alert you when any change occurs to
the ACIS Views in your set of search results.
You can also run reports on the Search results: Flag Summary
and Flag Matrix.

INFORMATION SEARCH
Example: Search Profiles, News, Internal and External Documents and Web Pages for the “North Sea” refined by “BP
AND Michael Lorde”. As you search, you may uncover once hidden references to other entities in the Refine Options.
The Information Search is a keyword-based search which uses ACIS’ built in search capabilities powered by Verity®. Performing
an Information Search will scan unstructured text in the Profiles, Flags, News and Documents pages, Watched Web Pages and
External Files. Clicking the magnifying glass next to a search result will open a window with the entire test of the search result
with highlighted keywords.

Refine Options
As you perform an Information
Search,
ACIS
dynamically
generates references to other
ACIS Views in the system.

Flag Indicators
Flag Indicators suggest search
results that point to early
warning signals, immediate
insights or key indicators you
wish to watch in the system.

COMBINED SEARCH
Example: Your ACIS View Search uncovers 10 Assets that are of interest and
now you want to expand the Search to include related News, Documents and
Watched Web Pages, or to see if any of these Assets appear in Flags or
Profiles of other ACIS Views.
The results of the ACIS View Search (a list of Projects, Companies, etc., and their
Aliases) can be passed to the Information Search to both expand the sources
searched and to refine the search using the Refine Options feature.

ALERTS
Setting continuous filters to monitor activity on information that is important to you…

HOW TO SET UP ALERTS

SETTING ALERT DESTINATION

I want to be alerted to all changes to the Profile,
Flags, News and Documents of ABC Company.

Homepage
Saved searches will trigger Alerts when a change occurs
to search results. Alerts will also be generated if an ACIS
View previously in your search results suddenly no longer
meets the criteria. By default, Alerts will be sent to your
Homepage.

Add an ACIS View to your Favorites list.
I want to watch Companies that have Assets in a
certain area and at a certain production stage. I want
to watch these specific criteria, and be alerted to the
changes within the result set, when a new Company
meets the criteria and when a Company no longer
meets the criteria I set in my saved search.

Save an ACIS View Search.
I want to know when new results appear for my
keyword search of “CO2” and “BHP” in any
combination of ACIS Views, News, Documents, Flags,
Web Pages or External Files.

Save an Information Search.

Homepage and Email
In addition to the Alert on the Homepage, an email can be
sent indicating the Alert and a link into ACIS.
Alerts Archive Only
Selecting this option indicates that you do not want an
Alert to be delivered to your Homepage – only to the
Alerts Archive.
No Alert
For saving searches that you wish to execute from time to
time but for which you do not wish to receive Alerts.

ADDING TO YOUR FAVORITES LIST
The easiest way to be alerted to changes to an ACIS View is to
add it to your Favorites. From any ACIS View in the system,
you can select Add to Favorites from the Functions menu.
Once saved, all changes to the Profile, Flags, News and
Documents pages will generate an Alert.

SAVING SEARCHES
To generate an Alert from a Search, select Save from the
Search menu, give your search a name, optional description
and choose an Alert destination.
Saving an ACIS View Search will trigger an Alert when a
change occurs to the Profile, Flags, News or Documents of an
ACIS View within your search results. Alerts will also be
delivered if a new ACIS View meets the criteria (in scope Alert)
or if an ACIS View no longer meets (out of scope Alert) your
saved search criteria.
Saving an Information Search will generate an Alert when
new information is entered into ACIS that satisfies the criteria
of the Information Search.
Saving a Combined Search generates an Alert when the
names and aliases of an ACIS View Search are passed to the
Information Search and generate new results in the Information
Search.

RECEIVING ACIS DESKTOP UTILITY ALERTS
For Homepage and Homepage and Email options, you
can choose to receive Alerts to your desktop by loading
the ACIS Desktop Utility (ADU).
A new alert will be indicated by a change in the ADU icon
in your system tray from a green flag to a red waving flag.
An optional setting allows you to briefly view a summary
of the alert as it is generated and access more details
immediately. Right click on the icon to launch ACIS and
view you alerts.

WORKSPACES
Creating private spaces to work on team- oriented tasks

WORKSPACES…

MY WORKSPACES

- Can be created by any ACIS user. Members of the
Workspace are assigned by the Workspace creator and
notified via email with a link to and description of the
Workspace.

Click on the Workspaces tab to access all the
Workspaces you own or are a member of. When a user
is added to a Workspace, an email is automatically
generated with the details and a direct link to the
Workspace. New developments in the Workspace are
indicated by red numbers in columns next to the
Workspace name.

- Collect and manage project-related information including
tasks and project milestones.
- Capture knowledge and insights in user created Flags to
collect knowledge on specific questions or developments
pertaining to the Workspace.
- Can be used to conduct strategy reviews or to investigate
key intelligence topics
- Track information on groups of ACIS Views and/or a
combination of Saved Search results
- Store sensitive documents that can only be searched by
members of the Workspace via the Information Search.

HOW TO CREATE A WORKSPACE
Select “Create Workspace” from the Workspaces menu. Fill out
the details of the Workspace and add members from the ACIS
user list. Be sure to fill out the description as it will be included in
an email notification sent to each new member of the Workspace.

LINKING ACIS VIEWS
One of the key benefits of creating a Workspace is its linkage to the
rest of the system. Workspaces can benefit from the information
continually flowing into the public spaces in ACIS.
To link an ACIS View, select “Linked ACIS Views” from the View
menu. On the Workspace Linked ACIS View page click “Add Link”.
Search for, and select, an ACIS View you wish to link to this
Workspace. You can also link an ACIS View to a Workspace from
the Functions menu on any ACIS View page.
With any change to the Profile, Flags, Documents or News page,
you will receive an Alert for your Workspace. Workspace Alerts are
delivered to the My Workspaces page and will be indicated by a red
number. For Workspace Owners, the Alert is delivered to your ADU
and Homepage.

PROJECT OPTIONS
ACIS includes basic project management functionality.
Though not intended as a full-featured project
management tool, it provides lightweight action support
for managing opportunities, threats and special
activities. Selecting the Project feature opens additional
functionality allowing you to fill in the Project-related
information like Project Status and Type. You can also
assign a task template that will create a pre-defined
task list and document tree.

WORKSPACE DOCUMENTS
Workspaces provide a secure place to store and share
documents with others. To access Workspace
documents select “Documents” from the View menu.
Documents work in exactly the same way as ACIS View
documents. The document name and full content of the
document is searchable from the Information Search.
Users outside the Workspace will not be able to search,
view results or have access to documents.
Documents can be linked to Workspaces from an ACIS
View Document page.
When creating a Task, a Document folder is
automatically created to correspond with each Task in
your list.

